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Sums of Dedekind type are defined by the formula f(h, k) = 
c ,,,modkj A(a/k)B(h,a/k), where each of A(x) and B(x) satisfies a multiplication 
formula of the form ~b,modsj F(x + b/q) = q “(F)F (4 1. x Properties of these sums are 
obtained, including an extension of M. I. Knopp’s identity for the classical 
Dedekind sums s(h, k). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper, Knopp [5] derived the arithmetical identity 
L- ‘i- 
ad?; b&l d) 
s(uh + bk, dk) = a(n) s(h, k). (1) 
Here s(h, k) is the Dedekind sum given by 
s(h, k) = 
fl(;d;, ((8)((%’ 
where ((x)) =x - [x] - ) if x # integer, ((x)) = 0 otherwise, and a(n) is the 
sum of the positive divisors of n. Knopp’s identity is valid for arbitrary 
integers h and k with k > 0, and his derivation uses the functional equation 
for Dedekind’s modular function v(r) together with properties of Hecke 
operators. 
Elementary proofs of Knopp’s identity have been given by Parson [7], 
Goldberg [3] and Gurwood [4]. Parson and Rosen [6] have extended 
Knopp’s identity to the generalized Dedekind sums which occur in Apostol’s 
transformation formula [l] for the Lambert series C,“i neqx”/(l -x”) for 
odd q > 1. Parson [7] has also given an elementary proof of this extension of 
Knopp’s identity. 
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Parson’s proof uses an elementary adaptation of Hecke operators to show 
that the identity holds when n is a prime power. Then she invokes the 
multiplicative property of Hecke operators to obtain the result for general n. 
The proofs of Goldberg and Gurwood make use of an intermediate 
identity for the inner sum over b mod d which was first derived by 
Subrahmanyam [S]. In this paper we extend the second method and obtain a 
generalization of Knopp’s identity for a large class of sums which we call 
sums of Dedekind type. In the course of the proof we also extend 
Subrahmanyam’s identity to this general class. Our original proof was 
somewhat similar to that of Parson, except that we obtained Knopp’s 
identity for prime powers without the use of Hecke operators. The present 
proof is considerably shorter and makes no use of Hecke operators. 
2. SUMS OF DEDEKIND TYPE 
For integers h and k with k > 0 we consider sums f(h, k) defined by a 
formula of the type 
f(h, k)= h‘ 
uCmab k) 
A($(!$), 
where A(x) and B(x) are given functions defined for rational values of x and 
each satisfying a multiplication formula of the form 
for every integer q > 0, every rational x, and some constant v(F) depending 
on F but not on q or x. When q = 1, relation (3) implies that F is periodic 
with period 1. We refer to such a sum f(h, k) as being of Dedekind type 
(W), W). 
The classical Dedekind sum s(h, k) is of type (0,O) and is obtained by 
taking A(x) = B(x) = ((x)). Other examples are the generalized Dedekind 
sums studied by Apostol [ 11, Carlitz (21 and others. These are defined by 
the relation 
where P,(x) = B,(x - [xl) is the periodic extension of the Bernoulli 
polynomial, q > 1, and 0 < I < q + 1. The sums S,(h, k) are of Dedekind 
type (1 - r, r - q). 
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Two basic properties of sums of Dedekind type (v(A), v(B)) are periodicity 
mod k in the first argument, 
f(h + k k) =f(h, k) (4) 
and the homogeneous property 
fW, qk) = q”‘A’f(k k) (5) 
for every integer q > 0. 
Property (4) follows at once from the definition in (2). To prove (5) we 
write 
= 1 B(:) “(m;d,)A(-$+f) 
o(mod k) 
= -T q”(“A(;) B(z) =q”‘“tf(h,k). 
.Cma;l k) 
In addition to these properties we shall require the following lemma which 
extends the multiplication property in (3). 
LEMMA. If F satisfies (3) for some x, then for every integer y we have 
(6) 
where 6 = (q, y), the gcd of q and y. 
Proof: If (q, y) = 1 then yb runs through a complete residue system 
modq with b and (3) implies (6) with 6= 1. 
If (q,y)=& then q=q,6, y=y,6, where (q,,y,)= 1, and 
b(mod 4) 
F(x + b/q) = b,m;d,, F(x + b,lq,) = 6 1 F(x + by,/q,) 
b(modq,) 
= 6 q y(F) F(q , x) = 6(q/6)“(F) F(qx/6). 
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3. EXTENSION OF SUBRAHMANYAM'S IDENTITY 
We use the foregoing properties to derive the following identity which 
extends a result of Subrahmanyam [8] for the classic Dedekind sums. This 
will lead to a simple proof of our extension of Knopp’s identity. 
THEOREM 1. Zff(h, k) is of Dedekind type (v(A), v(B)), then for every 
integer h we have 
z: f(h + bk, dk) = d’-’ x ,u@)p-I’(A)f(hp, k) u* (7) 
b(mod d) old 
where A = 1 - v(A) - v(B) and uA(n) = &,, d’. 
Proof. Using the definition ofS(h, k) we have 
b(m6d d) 
v f(h + bk,dk) = F’ K’ 
b(m% d) r(mzdk) 
A(-&)B((h+dy) 
= 
,,m;d,, A (k) ,(m;d,) ‘(%+f)’ 
We collect those terms for which the gcd (r, d) has a given value, say, 
(r, d) = 6. Using the Lemma, this gives us 
Y 
bCm% d) 
f(h + bk, dk) 
(r,d)=S 
= &‘(B) v gl-v(B) \’ 
dzd 
(rl.di)= 1 
= #‘(B) -i- 61-u(B) x /Q) x 
d,zd oldI r,(mod d,k) 
Plrl 
=dl@) \’ al-“(B) 1 &,) x 
d,6=d old! t(modd,klo) 
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But f(h 4 , 4 k/p) =f(hp 4 /P, k 4/p) = (d, /~)“‘~‘f(hp, k); hence 
1 f(h + bk, dk) = ducB) ‘K- 81-“(B) c ,~@)(d,/p)“‘~)f(hp, k) 
b(mod d) d,k=d oldI 
= 1 r~3(d/B)“(~) dycA’ 1 ,~U@)p--~+‘)f(hp, k) 
= d -C c-* 1 p@)p-I’(A)f(hp, k). 
cld PlC 
Now p ) c implies c = c,p, and c ) d implies d = d, c = d, c,p, so we have 
1 f(h + bk,dk)=d 1 (d/d,)-* ,&)P-““‘!f(h~, k) 
btmodd) d,c,p =d 
= d’-” s ,uU@)p-U(A)f(hp, k) 1 d: 
old ddd/p 
= d’-* s p@)p-“‘A’f(hp, k) oA 
old 
4. EXTENSION OF KNOPP'S IDENTITY 
THEOREM 2. Zff(h, k) is of Dedekind type (v(A), v(B)), then for every 
integer n > 1 we have 
s d-“@) s f(ah + bk, dk) = nucA)uA(n) f(h, k), 
ad=n b(mod d) 
d>O 
where A = 1 - v(A) - v(B). 
Proof: Replace h by ah in Theorem 1, where a > 0, multiply each 
member by d-“@’ and sum over all a and d such that ad = n to obtain 
1 d-“‘B’ s f(ah + bk,dk) 
od=n b(mod d) 
od=n old 
-“(A)f(ahp, k) oA (f). 
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Let m = ap. Then p 1 m and md/p = n so m 1 n, and the right member 
becomes, with d = rip/m, 
\’ v (np/m)“‘A’lU@)p~“‘A)f(mh, k) a,(n/m) -- 
rnln Plm 
= 1 (n/m)“‘A)f(mh, k) aA(n/m) x PO). 
Since the last sum over p vanishes unless m = 1 the right member reduces to 
n”‘A)~i\(n)f(h, k) and the proof of (8) is complete. 
For the generalized Dedekind sums S,(h, k) mentioned earlier, Theorem 2 
reduces to an identity found by Parson and Rosen [6] with v(A) = 1 - r, 
v(B)=r--q and i=q. 
Note. If (h, k) = 1, our sums S,(h, k) are the same as Carlitz’s sums 
c,(h’, k), where hh’ = 1 (mod k). Carlitz’s sums c,(h, k) are of Dedekind type 
(Y - q, 1 - Y). 
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